Budburra Books - Synopsis of books and DVD
CSS01

There’s something magical happening at Cherbourg State School…
Look carefully at the walls. What can you find?

Can You Find?
CSS02

Brave Mim knows the best way to catch blueys! Robyn shares her
special family story about catching crawfish with her sister down at the

Catching Blueys

local creek. Illustrations by talented local Cherbourg artists.

CSS03

Hot months, windy months, cold months, dry months. These are our
Cherbourg Seasons. When the seasons change, we do different things.

Cherbourg

These changes are the cycle of life.

Seasons

CSS04

Learn to count from one to ten with vibrant illustrations by Indigenous

Counting

children. Look at what we count in Cherbourg.

CSS05

Cherbourg’s Indigenous children pose for photographs and demonstrate

My Body

CSS06

Standard Australian English names for parts of the body.

Aunty Venus Rabbitt tells us about the day she met the Rainbow
Serpent at the waterhole. Illustrated with mono-prints created by

Mundagarra

Cherbourg State School students.

CSS07

“The Ration Shed” is a delightfully written and illustrated historical

The

record reflecting on aspects of the early days in Cherbourg.

Ration Shed

CSS08

Researched and illustrated by Year 6 & 7 students at Cherbourg State
School.
Cherbourg’s Year Two class retell a popular children’s story using their
own words, context and beautiful artwork.

Walking Through
Cherbourg
CSS09
DVD
3 Cherbourg
stories as films

CAN YOU FIND? - DUR: 03:30 min
Lesleigh’s search for her missing friends leads to a magical birthday
surprise.
MUNDAGARRA: A STORY BY AUNTY VENUS RABBITT DUR: 03:47 min
Aunty Venus tells of the day she met the Rainbow Serpent. A true
fable bridging traditional and modern values.
SEASONS - DUR: 06:28 min
Local seasonal changes occur throughout the year and over time.
Share in the differences in daily life and history at Cherbourg .

